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Executive Reports
President’s Report
The President is responsible for overseeing and supervising the administration and effective
running of the Association. He chairs all Executive committee meetings and is responsible for
Executive matters in the absence of the Executive. He is an ex-officio member of all clubs and
societies, a signatory of the Association, co-ordinates the work of the Executive, acts as media
liaison, and represents the needs and wants of the members to all external bodies.
INTRODUCTION
My aim for ASA this year was to continue the work started by Andre Budel, the 2014 President.
Mr Budel took the ASA in a new direction which increased the efficiency and effectiveness of the
organisation.
I had two major focuses for the ASA in 2015. The first was to maintain and improve relations
between the ASA and Massey, outside organisations, other associations, national bodies and
students on campus. The stronger these relationships are, the better the association will be able
to function as it will have a much larger network it can rely on.
The second major focus was to increase the student culture on campus. Since the introduction
of VSM, the association hasn’t had the capacity to deliver the same calibre of events as it used
to. Because of this, we needed to become more creative in many aspects such as; the type of
events we ran, how we got students to attend events and how we delivered them. Clubs are one
avenue that the ASA has used this year to improve the culture on campus.
CAMPUS REGISTRAR
Throughout the year I met regularly with the Albany Campus Registrar, Andrea Davies. In these
meetings we discussed a range of campus issues, upcoming events and the services delivered to
students on campus. At the end of 2015 these meetings consisted of negotiations for the 2016
SLA and Media Grant contracts. It has been important to keep the positive relationship with the
registrar and build on it to ensure a good working relationship and contract between the
Association and Massey University for future years.
MEDIA GRANT
In general, the 2015 media grant was similar to that of the previous, post VSM years. $35,525
was granted to the ASA to deliver student to student media in the form of: online web content,
student diaries, a student liaison officer and poster board maintenance.
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The media grant for 2016 is being negotiated alongside the SLA at the time of writing this report.
Negotiations have indicated a $20,000 rise in the media grant from 2015 to $55,000. This value
is unlikely to change before the final contract is signed. The increased value will help with the
ever increasing cost of delivering these services.
CAMPUS LIFE COORDINATOR
ASA has worked alongside the Massey Campus Life department to deliver campus life, cultural
events and services to students throughout the year.
Early in 2015, Sarah Francis left the position of Campus Life Coordinator during the planning
phase of Semester One orientation. Kristina Montgomerie took over the role and has collaborated
with the ASA for events such as The Movie Club’s out door movie event and The Amazing Race.
However, as Miss Montgomerie was finishing her studies, there was a large part of the 2015 when
the position was left vacant. To compensate for this, myself or other members of the ASA
executive or staff were required to do the majority of the planning, organizing and running of
most of the student events throughout the year. Now that Miss Montgomerie is more established
in her role of Campus Life Coordinator and a good relationship has been formed, I am confident
there will be greater communication and collaboration between the Campus Life Coordinator and
the ASA in 2016 that will lead to a better student culture on campus.
ASA has collaborated with other areas of the Campus Life Services team throughout the year and
has maintained a good relationship with the department which will hopefully continue in the
future.
MASSEY UNIVERSITY STUDENT’S ASSOCIATION FEDERARTION (MUSAF)
Throughout the year, the presidents of the Massey student associations; ASA, MUSA, MAWSA
and EXMSS met regularly. During the first meeting Lindsey Higgins from MUSA was elected as
MUSAF coordinator for 2015. Assistant Vice-Chancellor Operations, International and University
Registrar, Stuart Morris often gave advice to MUSAF during or before meetings.
The majority of these meetings discussed how the structure of the Massey associations could be
improved by the addition of a MUSAF coordinator, a position who would know all the committees
available for student representation and could provide the student representatives with the
background and previous developments that happened before the current representative was on
the committee. MUSAF also discussed including the presidents of the Maori student associations
on each campus, and the Veterinary Students’ Association as part of the MUSAF executive.
In regards to student media, it was decided to double the print frequency of the magazine,
Massive, by cutting down on the quality of the paper used. Radio Control is also looking at
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methods to start broadcasting to the students on Albany campus and should have something set
up by the end of 2016.
GRADUATE STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE (GSAC)
I sat on the GSAC board this year as the position was unfilled and I was the most qualified of our
executive team, being a postgraduate student myself. The GSAC organized a number of events
for graduate students to meet and listen to talks on how to make their degree easier.
The trends found in advocacy cases by the advocacy coordinator, Penny Lyall, were raised at
these meetings and some strategies to counteract these have been proposed, such as having a
separate postgraduate orientation event to make graduate students aware of the facilities and
resources that are available to them.
STUDENT JOB SEARCH (SJS)
The ASA has subscribed to SJS’s services for 2015. The university provided funding for this service
through the SLA with the ASA. Throughout the year, SJS has collaborated with the ASA to deliver
events such as games at orientation and movie nights for accommodation students.
The SJS membership structure was changed in 2015. There are now two levels of membership;
‘A’ and ‘B’. The former is designed to contain organizations that have an independent voice from
their institute and get voting rights at SJS meetings. The latter is available for other organizations
who still wish to subscribe to SJS’s services. ASA is currently an ‘A’ member of SJS.
At the time of writing this report, SJS had placed 375 Massey Albany members into employment
and had had 475 new enrolments and 556 referred students. These students collectively earnt
$1,552,308 as a result of finding jobs through SJS.
The brand ambassador program was continued this year. Due to unforeseen circumstances, the
position changed hands twice but is currently held by Tatum Benefeld, a non-executive member.
Tatum keeps in regular contact about local SJS activity and promotions which makes collaboration
effortless.
NEW ZEALAND UNION OF STUDENT’S ASSOCIATION (NZUSA)
Over the year I have continued to build up the relationship between ASA and NZUSA. ASA
continued to be an associate member of NZUSA because although the association is unable to
pay the full levy, the executive and I see great value in being part of the national body as it not
only provides a united front to the government, but also networking opportunities with other
persons and groups in the tertiary sector.
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In January I attended the Presidents’ training run by NZUSA. This greatly prepared me for my
role as president for 2015, but also provided a chance to meet many other association presidents
which has been beneficial during the year.
This year NZUSA has come under heavy criticism about the effectiveness of the organization from
a number of student associations and media outlets. Victoria University Wellington Students’
Association (VUWSA) and Otago University Students’ Association (OUSA) have been the
organization’s biggest critics, believing that it is outdated and improperly structured, wanting to
withdraw their membership. ASA has stood by NZUSA and helped them run campaigns to
convince the student body at the respective universities to keep their association as members of
NZUSA. These campaigns have been successful and both OUSA and VUWSA still remain members
of NZUSA. The actions of these associations did highlight important issues with NZUSA which are
currently being addressed with the national executive and will continue to be worked on in 2016.
EXECUTIVE TRAINING
The training for the 2016 executive was run early in November 2015. Both the outgoing 2015
executive and incoming 2016 executive attended. The objective of this training was to prepare
the incoming executive. The day consisted of learning about the association structure and mission
statement, roles of the executive, meeting the staff, the role of campus life services, meeting
procedure, other associations and national bodies and creating a plan for 2016.
Campus Life Coordinator, Kristina Montgomerie was invited to speak about Campus Life Services
and how they work and collaborate with ASA. SJS Stakeholder Communications Officer, Lucy
Curno was invited to speak about SJS’s plans for 2016 and how they can work together with ASA.
EXECUTIVE RESTRUCTURE
During the AGM, a new executive structure was passed. This structure of a President, two VicePresidents, and four general executive is designed to attract enthusiastic students and make the
association more efficient.
With a larger executive, issues such as reaching quorum at meetings and members who weren’t
active arose. With a smaller executive these problems are less likely to exist and won’t have as
great an impact as they would with a larger executive. An honoraria for every position was
introduced which will act as an incentive for the student executive.

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
Clubs and societies at Massey University are one of the main methods of developing campus
culture and enhancing the student experience. The ASA has noticed a large growth in clubs,
events, and grant applications this year. In 2015 there was a total of 41 affiliated clubs with 3343
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members. The Grant committee has distributed more than $40,000 over the 8 grant rounds this
year.
The ASA has collaborated with the Clubs’ and Activities Coordinator, Marusa Pogacnik, to deliver
clubs days during orientation and clubs’ training workshops in both semesters one and two. This
training showed students how to run clubs effectively.
The Clubs’ and Societies’ Policy went through a large review after the issue was raised that it
didn’t service the Albany clubs as well as it did the other campuses as Albany was at a different
stage with their clubs and the policy was written with other campuses in mind. Major changes
were made, specifically to the grant application procedure and categories which was widely
welcomed by clubs as a positive change.
The clubs’ awards dinner was a joint effort with ASA and Mrs Pogacnik. It celebrated the
achievements made by clubs over 2015 and had an increased turnout from previous years.
UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE
University Challenge is a long running television game show in New Zealand, which originally ran
from 1976-1989. Last year it was revived and through the success of the show in 2014, the show
continued this year.

I was approached by Tom Conroy, Host of University Challenge, to arrange a team for 2015. I
contacted MUSA, MAWSA and EXMSS to help me put a team together. I provided them with
advertisements to put up to attract potential students. Additionally, ASA ran a stand at reorientation to help get students interested. Once students had expressed interest in participating
in the challenge they were given a mock test to determine their skill level. The top applicants
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were selected and the final team consisted of Miriam MacLean, Jessica Faulkner, Nathanial
Faulkner, Kaleb Anderson, and Delnaaz Thanawalla, all students from the Albany campus. These
students attended a briefing session run by Mr Conroy to help prepare them for the show.
As the 2015 University Challenge show is currently airing, the results cannot be released. Next
year, promotion will be starting at the beginning of semester one so the team will be selected
early and be able to practice to increase their chances of winning for 2016.
STUDENT BALL
The 2015 Hollywood Ball hosted by
the Albany Students’ Association was
a huge success! The event was held
on the 20th of August. It was held
off campus at the Auckland War
Memorial Museum. Feedback from
the students was sought after the
event to improve it for next year.
Students loved the venue choice and
the decorations we used to
transform it into a ball venue with a
1940’s theme.
A large difference between this year’s
ball and last year’s one was this ball
included a sit down dinner provided
by Private Fine Dining and SkyCity.
The dinner provided was a Thai
styled buffet followed by a desert
buffet. Feedback from the students was mixed with many enjoyed having a sit down dinner but
some of the food being too spicy. This is something we can work on for next year.
For entertainment this year, we had a singer, Cal Xin, who sang a few songs as students were
entering the venue. There was also a Jazz band, Perfect Blue, who performed covers of songs in
a jazz style whilst the guests were eating. After dinner, the DJ started his set that continued until
the end of the evening. Students rated the entertainment well in the feedback survey.
The promotion was done in a few different ways. Initially a Facebook event was set up and most
of the information and updates were posted here and on the ASA’s Facebook page. Three posters
were designed to be put up around campus as advertisement. The posters were released at
different times and designed to tease and release more information with each new one. Tickets
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were available from the start of semester two for a price of $75 per ticket. All the tickets were
sold out at least two weeks before the event. We had multiple students contacting us for more
tickets which we were unable to provide due to venue limitations.

FINAL THOUGHTS
I have really enjoyed my time as ASA President this year. It has been an experience unlike
anything I have done before and I have learnt many things from the position.
I would like to acknowledge the hard work that has been done by the staff this year. The effort
they put in has been beyond expected. A huge thank you to Jacqueline Adams, Penny Lyall,
Rachel Hennessey and Ali Albakri. These are the people without whom the Association cannot
function and who have done so much for the students of the Albany campus. They work tirelessly
to make the Association what it is and do everything for the students.
I would also like to acknowledge the work that the Executive team have put in this year. I would
like to thank the senior Executive team with special thanks to James Speedy and Jonathan Sng
for the effort they have put in. I would also like to think Mike Horrell for all his creativity and the
enthusiasm he brought to his role. These three are model executive and we can only hope for
more like them in future years. Finally, I would like to acknowledge the remaining executive. It
has been a long and busy year but it has been your help which has made the association what it
is this year.
Looking to the future will be an integral part of the role of the 2016 Executive. There is no doubt
it will have its own challenges, but with an enthusiastic and hardworking executive, coupled with
the wonderful ASA staff, the Association will thrive to deliver the exceptional services it does.
Byron Brooks
ASA President
11th November 2015
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Administration Vice-President’s Report
The Administration Vice-President is responsible for ensuring that the Executive remain informed,
keep to budget, go to meetings, and update and develop policy which is representative of the
needs and wants of the members. They are a signatory, organise all the Annual General Meetings
and Elections, present the Budget to the members for ratification and advise on Constitutional
matters as they arise. This information collection and dissemination role is crucial to the effective
and efficient working of the Student Executive.

INTRODUCTION
This report aims to provide an overview of the activities and achievements carried out during the
2015 occupation of the Administration Vice-President (AVP) role by James Speedy. Although the
nature of the administration role primarily involves the management of supporting policy,
regulations and documents, the report will also cover extra activities that address a number of
issues that have been present throughout the year. The report will first explore the participation
I have had with the ASA Executive Committee meetings and committees, and will then show my
extended commitment to the Association and its events, interactions with the University
administration, and special projects that I have engaged in.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The primary duty of the AVP with regards to Executive Committee meetings is to maintain the
minute keeping and agenda preparation for meetings throughout the year. This has proven to be
a time-consuming exercise, and the issues raised at meetings have at times been complex.
However, although the balance of full-time study, part-time employment and clubs involvement
has been difficult to manage at times, I have been able to effectively and successfully provide
infrastructure to the Executive committee meeting process in an effort to help coordinate
Executive focus. I also feel that I have been a central part of group discussions and decision
making during these meetings and been a key communicator, while recording and documenting
the planned activities for the ASA. I have also relayed advice between the office staff and the
Executive in a consistent manner, as I feel that this is an important aspect to any vice-president
or senior role. I also jointly managed the AGM and SGM documentation, and have helped to plan
both of these events.
OTHER MEETINGS, COMMITTEES & GENERAL INVOLVEMENT
Throughout the year, I have had an enthusiastic approach to the opportunities to attend meetings
outside of the ASA sphere. Such meetings would include the student engagement forum, where
issues such as student parking were raised. As a student representative, I felt that it was
important to communicate these complaints with the University administration, and so I was able
to clarify the University’s mitigation plan in a meeting with Campus Operations Manager, Rod
Grove, and communicate this to students. I also raised a sanitisation issue in the library bathrooms
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with Mr. Grove following complaints, and was able to rectify the issue through working with
Facilities Services Management and Mr. Grove. I attended the University governing council
meeting, where some annual issues were investigated. I was a member of the 2015 ball
committee, where I was able to assist with the marketing imagery design and facilitated the IT
network visual advertising for the event, and had a central role in planning and executing other
events, which is the focus of the next section. Perhaps one of the most consistent interactions
that I have had with the ASA is the coordination, communication and idea generation that has
taken place between the Executive, myself and the office staff at the ASA. While it is difficult to
measure the productive output from such interactions, I have spent copious amounts of time in
the office on a weekly basis in an attempt to make the workings of the Association more efficient.
EVENTS
Throughout 2015, I have spent much of my available time planning, setting up, attending and
closing events. I had a central role in orientation in February, where I was in charge of procuring
major inflatable attractions, the rock climbing wall and overseeing their establishment at the
events. This also involved attending separate meetings throughout the 2014/15 summer season,
where key Executive members congregated to plan the upcoming events. I had a peripheral role
in the planning of semester two orientation, where I assisted Manu Lange with the procurement
of event apparatus. I was actively involved in both orientations’ planning processes and daily
activities, except for the Thursday of the first semester event. I actively participated in both of
the promotional events for Lecturer of the Year, where encouraging students to nominate their
favourite lecturers was a priority. I understand ASA hosted events to be an excellent opportunity
for the Association to expand its awareness to students, and so I have been enthusiastic to
partake in such events. I was also able to contribute my ideas and strategies to help make each
event successful. Following on from my activities with the ball committee, I also oversaw the bus
transport to and from the ball venue. At the end of the year, I supervised much of the training
for the incoming Executive members so as to create a positive induction experience for them,
creating an environment to incubate some ideas for their decisions next year.
CLUBS, SOCIETIES OR VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
As I have also held the position of President for the Rock Climbing Club, I have been keen to
promote the sport and other activities to students throughout the Clubs’ Day events at both
orientations. In both of these instances, I have procured and supervised a mobile rock climbing
wall for students to try the sport on campus, and although this is not exclusive to the
responsibilities of the AVP position, the attraction significantly contributed to the atmosphere at
Club’s Day and had a reflective impact on the ASA’s involvement with the event.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES
Throughout my time with the ASA, it has become apparent that there is large potential for the
Association to become better integrated with student life at the Albany campus. There is indeed
a weaker form of student culture at our campus for a variety of reasons mostly pertaining to the
young age of the University, however the ASA must focus its efforts to promote itself, as its
philosophy and place in the University is an asset to the students for whom it exists. Future
Executive committees must take this goal seriously, where a stronger influence on student life
should therefore be paramount to the direction of the Association.
FINAL STATEMENT
I would like to thank the 2015 Executive members for their dedication and efforts in working
together and for the achievements attained. I have thoroughly enjoyed my time with the ASA
and hope to maintain a connection with the Association in the future. I would also like to sincerely
thank the office staff for their unparalleled efforts, advice and enthusiasm.
James Speedy
ASA Administration Vice-President
10th November 2015
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Education Vice-President’s Report
The Education Vice-President is responsible for overseeing all matters involving student
education including the investigating, monitoring and reporting of education issues and services
on the Albany Campus. They are a cheque signatory, oversee and coordinate the writing of the
education policy of the Albany Student Executive; liaise with the ASA Advocacy Coordinator over
the training, support and education of Class Advocates on issues of education policy internal to
the University; ensure that methods of assessment, student workloads, the performance of
University teaching staff and quality of courses are monitored; and write submissions on
educational issues.
INTRODUCTION
As the Education Vice-President, this report aims to outline the activities I have taken part in over
this course of this year, 2015. I have been involved in a wide range of activities throughout the
year as part of my role on the executive committee and this report will further detail these
activities. Involvement in the restructuring of the ASA for 2016, the Ball Committee, the Class
Advocates’ program, and planning and helping with events such as O-weeks and Study Therapy
have all been part of my contribution to the ASA this year. I attended and volunteered at most
events throughout the year and was always willing to help. My goals for the year were to improve
the quality of the services provided by the ASA to students on the Massey Albany campus and I
feel that in many ways this has been successful.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Executive Committee meetings were held throughout the year and I attended all meetings
possible, but due to serious family medical complications I was unable to attend them all. Also
late notice changes to some meeting times and dates meant I was unable to attend others.
Apologies were given to all meetings missed.
As a Vice-President of the ASA, when in attendance at meetings I strove to contribute positively
to all discussions and set a positive example of meeting conduct.
In the first semester of 2015 the ASA SGM was held and Byron Brooks the President was unable
to attend so in this instance I acted as chairperson for the meeting which was open to all students.
The key component of this meeting was introducing to the student body that the ASA had plans
to amend the ASA constitution and that this would be ready for acceptance at the AGM held in
semester two.
In semester two of 2015 the ASA AGM was held where the amended ASA constitution would be
passed by the student body. For this meeting I acted in the role of the Administration-Vice
President and recorded the minutes for the meeting.
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COMMITTEE MEETINGS
My main involvement with committees outside of the executive committee was my position on
the Ball Committee. This committee was tasked with organising and executing a formal Ball event
for the students of Massey Albany. This was successfully completed. My main role within the ball
committee was finding and securing a photographer for the event. I was able to present the
committee with photography options, however due to budget overrun issues we were required
to use a friend’s services. The key goal of the Ball for 2015 was to build on the reputation set by
the 2014 event in an effort to rebuild a positive Ball experience. Although a very successful event
was created, opportunities for learning are always present and I would advise the incoming
committee of the following things: The earlier planning begins on an event of this size the easy
the work load will be for all involved; Earlier commencement also allows for committee members
to be selected based on the skills and attributes that they can bring to the event, a more
appropriately skilled team will again decrease workload for all; Communication is of vital
importance for the success of such an undertaking and constant communication ensures that the
workload is shared evenly amongst committee members.
CONFERENCES
In May this year I attended the Compulsory Student Services Fee (CSSF) workshop in Wellington,
followed the next day by a Summit on Student Voice. Both of these events proved to be immensely
valuable to me in further understanding my position within the ASA by providing the opportunity
to networking with other student association executive from other universities and learning about
practices employed within other universities.
The Compulsory Student Services Fee workshop involved members from most of the main tertiary
providers in New Zealand. Information was shared on the amount of fees collected by each
provider and the areas of service which are addressed with this sum of money. It was found that
the average CSSF rise in New Zealand is comparable with inflation and is half the rate at which
fees are rising. Massey University was consistently within the group of universities with the lowest
increases in CSSF rates. Discussion was also had over aims to develop a national standard of
reporting on CSSF spending across all tertiary providers. The key goal of this being to increase
transparency in this area and allow student opinions to be further taken into account on where
spending occurs. It was advised that communications between students and universities should
be improved across all tertiary providers to aid the development of this transparency. A student
advisory committee was recommended where both student representatives and staff become
highly involved in the decision making process. “My Say” is a Victoria University of Wellington
incentive to gauge student opinion on CSSF spending and this model was presented to members
of the workshop. The model works by letting students assign the CSSF budget amongst the
services provided but provides feedback on how each change students make will affect the
provision of services. This was an interesting approach to the topic and provided real world
consequences to the actions which aided in student understanding and engagement.
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The Summit on Student voice was a great opportunity to meet and network with student
representatives from other universities. A particular relationship was fostered with the Exec
members from Massey Palmerston North and Massey Wellington as we all fall under the same
university. Approaches from each university and from Ireland were shared relating to the topic of
student engagement and student voice on campus. It was clear from this that the class advocate
policy in place at Massey Albany is of very high quality and should be supported fully in further
years to ensure the growth of the program.

CLASS ADVOCATE TRAINING
I attended both the first and second semester Class Advocated training sessions. I helped to
welcome students into the event, helping them to sign up for the classes they were advocating
for. This gave me an opportunity to interact with a large number of class advocates on a one to
one basis, allowing me to introduce myself and explain my role within the Exec.

MASSEY ALBANY LECTURE REVIEW FACEBOOK PAGE
Following the creation of this facebook group meetings were held between the ASA President,
Vice presidents, ASA Advocacy Coordinator, Penny Lyall, and the page founder surrounding the
issue of the page growing in popularity. It was speculated that the University would not support
such a page as it was an uncontrollable forum for students to comment on the university.
However, as the ASA is concerned primarily with insuring the services and experiences of students
is of the highest quality we felt it may be of some use in monitoring student opinion. Facebook is
a media with which most students are familiar and it may be the chosen media of many students
who are unlikely to report directly to the ASA. There is a more relaxed, peer-to-peer feeling when
posting a review on a paper to the facebook page as opposed to a more formal feeling when
providing feedback to the ASA, as many students see the ASA as a university controlled group.
Based on this and the complex relationship of the ASA with the university we decided that it
would be best to support this group and use it to promote the ASA’s services yet remain slightly
removed from the group. This served two purposes, firstly the group remained student led and
operated and secondly avoided damaging the ASAs relationship with the University. We decided
as ASA executives to be members of the group and as the Education Vice president I took on an
admin role within the group. This allowed us all to be kept up-to-date on student opinions. We
also added a screening step to any posts made to the group so that before anything was publicly
posted an admin member had screened the content to insure the comments were fair. This was
not to remove negative reviews but rather to ensure that they were presented in a fair and
rational manner. I strongly believe that this group will be of benefit to the ASA in the future and
the incoming executive should become aware of and active within this group.
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SPECIAL PROJECT -PUPPY THERAPY
A special project I wanted to work on this year was the creation of a Puppy Therapy event for
students during study week. I did not wish to see my role be viewed by students as an
unapproachable, office bound role, so I endeavoured to create an event which would be fun and
engaging for students but which had an academic core. I proposed to the executive that we
brought animals onto campus as a stress relieving event during exam study leave due to the well
documented evidence of the benefits of animals on stress levels. The idea was supported by the
executive and we arranged for St Johns to bring a group of well trained dogs onto campus for a
puppy therapy session during first semester exam study leave. Unfortunately, this was unable to
go ahead as we were not able to secure an indoor location for the event which was suitable at
the university. The event was postponed until the semester two study leave where dogs from
Canine Friends were brought onto campus for a two-hour session of puppy therapy. Due to the
improved weather conditions an outdoor location was ideal and a huge turnout was seen. All
students who attended the event commented on how successful the event was and how they
would love to see the event run again. A particular student even volunteered to run the event in
the future and contact details for this student have been recorded. I would attribute the success
of this event to the nature of the event as most students were attracted to the dogs and the dogs
in a lot of ways advertised themselves to students as they were running around campus. Facebook
was also used effectively to build hype for the event and to reach a large audience in a cost
effective manner. On the morning of the event a flyer drop was carried out in the library which
again increased exposure to the event. I would highly recommend that this event be run again
in the future as the response from students was very positive. Invaluable support was given in
the running of this event by Jonathan Sng and Kristen Hartnoll in terms of poster design, music
provision and additional hands on the day.
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ASA EXECUTIVE RESTRUCTURING
Following the changes to the ASA constitution, restructuring of the ASA executive committee was
planned. The 2016 committee follows a more condensed structure with less committee members
and tasks shared between all members rather than divided into set positions. Meetings were held
in order to provide some guidance to the incoming executive about the way in which the tasks
should be divided. As my current position of Education Vice-President has now been removed
from the executive committee it was particularly important for me to attend these meetings to
be sure that the roles of the position remained within the ASA Executive. Restructuring of all
committee positions was achieved and we were able to produce a framework around which the
incoming executive will be able to allocate tasks to each position.
ORIENTATION WEEKS
Over the course of this year I have been involved in the planning and execution of both O-week
events. These were primarily the task of the Social Vice-President so my key objective during
these weeks was simply to be as helpful as possible and volunteer as much of my time as possible.
ASSIGNMENT TURNAROUND TIME
At the end of 2014 a project was commenced with the previous Education Vice-President to
investigate the issue of assignment turn-around time. It has been widely reported throughout the
university that the 3 week turnaround time for internally assessed assignments is not always
adhered to and that students are left waiting for results. In some cases students are forced to sit
their final exams without the results of internal assessments. Investigation into the issue found
that the problem occurred throughout the university to varying degrees and was more of a
lecturer by lecturer issue, wiith some staff performing very well and others very poorly. Research
into the current university complaints process for this issue showed that there was very little
support for students in this situation. Meetings were held with the Centre for Teaching and
Learning (CTL) to initially raise our concerns and also to further understand the internal procedure
for these issues. We discovered that the 3 week turnaround is seen by the university as a guideline
and that there is no consequence for not meeting this requirement. We believe that the 3 week
period is ample time to return an assignment and that there needs to be a structured process of
complaint and action for when this is not meet. We would like to see students having access to
a clear pathway to voice their concerns and for there to be more stringent requirements on staff
to meet this 3 week turnaround. CTL supported our concerns but were not able to provide further
support and it was advised to follow up the issue with Campus Registrar, Andrea Davis. Attempts
were made to carry on this project in 2015 however communication was not possible in the early
half of the year due to staff absences and the project was side-lined in the second half of the
year due to other commitments. It would be strongly advised to continue work on this project as
it is a concern for a wide range of students.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES
As the restructuring of the ASA Exec has seen the removal of the formal position of Education
Vice-President and seen the tasks associated with this role combined into other roles, my only
recommendation would be that care is taken to ensure that roles of this position are not
overlooked by the 2016 executive. Attention can be drawn to the position through fun events
such as the puppy therapy event but the role remains an important part of the service that the
ASA provides to the University as the University is first and foremost an academic institution.
FINAL STATEMENT
I have immensely enjoyed my time on the ASA Executive this year and this would not be possible
without the help of some key staff and executive members. Firstly, thanks go to staff members
Jaqueline Adams and Penny Lyall. Both Jaqueline and Penny have provided invaluable advice and
support throughout the year on a huge range of issues and events. From providing guidance on
preparing reports and documents to moral and organisational support for events that we had
undertaken. The value of these two staff members cannot be measured. Secondly I would like to
thank my fellow executive members for their help and support throughout the year. It has been
a pleasure to work with a team of helpful and supportive individuals who all wanted to work
towards the same common goal.
Georgia Breckell
ASA Education Vice President
Date 19th November 2015
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Social Vice-President’s Report
The Social Vice-President is responsible for promoting campus culture/student interaction by way
of running events, working with the Club’s Representative to engage students with clubs, securing
ASA member deals for external events and working with the other ASA representatives to ensure
there are social/entertainment opportunities for all demographics at Massey Albany.
INTRODUCTION
This report outlines the relationships, activities and events that I have been involved with in
relation to ASA. My aim for ASA this year was to develop the student culture and life at Massey
University in Albany and create a more vibrant atmosphere that would make students feel more
comfortable and closer together. My main focus was to improve the student culture on campus
through greater interaction with online media and events. This was done with the help of the ASA
executive team and ASA staff.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Executive committee meetings were aimed to be held every 2-3 weeks, but became more
infrequent with exams and clashing schedules later in the year. However, all meetings were run
effectively with a cohesive team and similar mindsets. There were few or close to no conflicts
between executive members. I was able to attend majority of the meetings and if I couldn’t make
it in person, I was able to contribute via Skype, a video conferencing software.
STUDENT LIFE SERVICES
Early in the year I attended meetings with Byron Brooks (President) to discuss events with Student
Life Services to help deliver a better campus life and get students involved. This relationship has
strengthened over the year and seems that it will be even better next year with the new members
already introduced.
ORIENTATION WEEK SEMESTER 1
I was in charge of planning Orientation Week Semester 1 with ASA President, Byron Brooks, and
ASA Administration Vice-President James Speedy. My role involved:


Obtaining quotations and placing bookings for the attractions such as inflatables



Preparing attractions and building all the carnival games



Running discussions and meetings



Setting up each day during O-Week



Managing the events



Poster design, distribution and promotion



Photography

The overarching theme for the week was “Carnival” with each day having a different purpose.


Themed Day - Carnival – This was the biggest day and the first real student event for the
year. There were a range of games and attractions to keep students excited. However,
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it is important to remember that one of the main purposes is to inform students of the
role of ASA in their student life, which wasn’t conveyed as effectively.


Cultural Day – Chinese – The Human Foosball on the second took a while to generate
interest and raises the need to have more helpers (preferably students) to run the
attractions and get people interested.



Clubs’ Day – This is the day to get students to join clubs and is always successful.
However, clubs should be encouraged to make the most out of it and create interest and
games as well to boost the atmosphere. Having a table is not enough.



Amazing Race – a fun event that needs strong promotion to get students involved as
well.



Party at The Ferguson – This needs to be advertised early and also promoted online, in
person and via posters all over campus.

The Orientation event is the biggest event for the first semester and is key in attracting students
and setting the atmosphere and tone for the rest of the year. It is important to let students know
what ASA is for and what we can do for them. There were issues around preparing for the event
and choosing the right games to attract students and also create an enjoyable atmosphere.
Usually everything is free for the students for this event (food, prizes and drinks).
There was a lot of discussion and big ideas in terms of decorations and games but no one really
took control and committed time. It ended up falling upon a couple of members’ shoulders, in
which I had to purchase majority of the decorations and prizes and create all the games. Also
setting up on the day was completed by just a few executive members. Many members struggled
trying to balance classes and ASA commitments early on in the year, which is understandable.
Fortunately, we had just enough members to help out on the day. However, in the end, many
students still considered it to be one of the best O-weeks in many years.
Recommendations:


Come up with games or hire games that can involve multiple people, it should keep them
entertained for around 5 minutes per person. Also make sure you consider the capacity
– up to 500 people can be around at one time for the first day.



Inflatable games has fluctuating success and can be overused so be careful about using
it again and again.



Start communication with the Exec members as early as possible and have a plan and
promote as soon as possible.



Prepare the games at least 1-2 weeks early



Confirm all the events and games early so they can go into the brochures for academic
orientation the week before.



Get sponsors that have games and prizes as well to help give the event more credibility
as well in terms of looking professional and fun. Local businesses from Albany Mall could
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be good. Examples are Event Cinema, StudentCard, Federation, Clothing brands, food
and drink brands, V, Lift, RedBull, North Beach, Warehouse Stationary, Bic (have had a
strong social media presence lately), gaming – MightyApe, local businesses – Snowplanet.


Create the FB event at least 1.5 months early to get as many people interested, sponsors
interested and even convince more students to attend Massey University because it looks
cool.



Get many helpers to create a strong ASA presence.

O-WEEK MOVIE NIGHT
I designed the Poster and assisted with the preparation for the event. This is a great outdoor
event that gets students together.
O-WEEK RUN THE NIGHT PARTY
My role for this event was:


Poster design



Printing, distributing and promoting the event to students



Advertising on social media platforms and FB advertising boosting over 2 days with the
help of the Ferguson Bar

However, my role evolved and grew over time due to poor communication and time management
by other third party organisers.
This party was sponsored by “Run the Night” a night-time running event at the domain. The aim
was to promote the event by throwing a glow-in-the-dark themed party. The idea was good and
seemed to be a good theme. However, there were issues with students misunderstanding the
event as the actual marathon. Also promotion of the event was delayed with issues arising with
the Ferguson and promoters.
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Recommendations:


Make sure events – especially parties are promoted well in advance to build more hype



We didn’t have enough connections to get the party out to enough people



Use the Fergusons contacts early on – not as a last resort



You have to approach students directly – get promo girls and boys



Talk to students in the library and in classes



Use student Accommodation to boost numbers

ASA HOLLYWOOD BALL
I took a leading role for this event and was directly involved with coordinating, planning,
preparing, promoting, setting up and running of the event.

This event is the biggest event for Massey Students and the most complex in terms of logistics
and quotations. It is highly anticipated by all students and also in high demand. The Ball
Committee consisted of the ASA executive team with additional members added in from the
student body if needed.
My responsibilities were:


Designing the poster and responsibility of design, marketing and promotions with James
Speedy



Putting together the music playlist for the event with two other members who left the
ball committee



Designing the Massey Ball Tickets along with the online Google form for ticket ordering



Sorting quotes and costing for tickets



Delegated tasks and managing the social media



General Logistics



Budgeting



Photography



Decorations
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Setup and Pack-up

The ball was hosted at the Auckland Museum Event Centre with a capacity of 350 people. It was
a sit down buffet dinner including dessert. The entertainment was provided by Perfect Blue Trio
during dinner and followed by Auckland DJ Service after. There was also a bar tab that was open
to all students. There were a few issues with excessive alcohol purchases via the tab and a
suggestion would be to give each student one or two free drinks instead. There were also issues
with the spiciness of the Thai buffet but aside from that it was a huge success. It was considered
the best ball yet from Massey University and looked stunning.
Recommendations:


Be careful who you invite onto the committee – make sure you know the person and
understand their character to see if it will work with the rest of the team. There were
issues this year with committee members that were invited and created conflict within
the group. Commitment was a big issue with many members pulling out due to different
priorities and lack of time. Delegating tasks is important in getting everything done on
time – this was done effectively but roles changed frequently.



Get the budget prepared early to help set constraints for how much each factor should
get. This affected us greatly in terms of lead time and made it difficult to make decisions.



Get quotations early and get lots of them – don’t be afraid to ask for discounts too as a
student association



The Massey Printery is a great resource so create a good relationship with them.



Preparation on the day requires at least 7 people to get it done efficiently. Chair covers
are a must but take at least an hour or two to put on with 5 people. Start preparations
at 8-9am.



This year tickets were $75 + bus $10 and limited to 350 spots. There was an incredibly
high demand and we could probably have sold 500, but due to venue capacity we weren’t
able to.



This ball was more formal compared to previous years – with a sit down buffet dinner
and desserts with musicians and DJ. However, the cost of a sit down dinner is high for
the balls (usually between $85-120 pp) so I suggest looking at canapés (savoury and
sweet) as an option. Students also don’t want to pay more than $80…unless we slowly
demonstrate how amazing the events are and what they are paying for, which was what
we did this year.



The decorations were amazing and thanks go to Brooke Norton for his hard work with
quotations, pickup and setup. It is quite a task.



Buses from Massey University are a must due to student accommodation and students
that live close by.
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Hire venues early and choose a day wisely. Thursday was chosen due to cheaper venue
costs in 2014 but didn’t matter this year. The ball date this year should have been on a
Friday but we tried to get better prices by having it on a Thursday.

ORIENTATION WEEK – SEMESTER 2 – WINTERFEST
Manu Lange who was the ASA Education Vice- President in 2014
was contracted to manage the Semester 2 Winter Festival
Orientation week.
My responsibilities included:


Designing the poster and promoting the event



Helping with online event promotion



Helping everyday with running of events



Managing the laser cutting on Tuesday



Photography



Set up and clean up daily events

The second orientation week was much smaller compared to the first semester and many
executive members were unable to help due to their academic commitments. The event was still
successful but attracted smaller crowds. Mini-golf on the first day was a great idea and reusable.
The clubs’ day was the most successful with large crowds and many activities.
Feedback:


ASA staff, Jacqueline, Penny and Rachael did an amazing job in creating the Winterfest
environment. The decorations and background settings inside the building were fantastic.
It would’ve been great to bring that theme further out into the University and other
campuses in Albany.



Go Pro footage by Rachael was great too and had a higher chance at virality online.



The event was much smaller than first semester and needed more sponsors.



Clubs’ day needs to be more eventful, fun and energetic.



Snow from Snowplanet was our first choice but was unavailable.



Assistance from Manu Lange (VP from 2014) for planning was key
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DOG THERAPY SESSION WITH CANINE FRIENDS
I played an assisting role in this event, helping Georgia Breckell with
poster design, online and physical promotions as well as managing
and photographing the event.
The event was a big success with over 100 students attending over a
two hour period. All the students found it relaxing and want it to
become an annual or bi-annual event. Canine friends were very
helpful and are happy to come again. They are a charity and
donations are advised.
Feedback:


Simple event that was easy to run and extremely effective



Should be run at least twice a year - students LOVE it

COFFEE RUNS AT THE LIBRARY – MIKE HORRELL
This idea came from ASA Clubs’ and Recreation Representative,Mike Horrell. The aim was to give
out free coffees to students at the Massey Library while informing them of events and the roles
of ASA. Also it meant that the ASA had a bigger presence in student life. It is a simple activity
that was successful and should be run every month.
The ASA Dulce Gusto machine is taken from the lounge to the library to make free coffees for
students and also entice students to go use ASA lounge. It allowed us to talk to many students
and tell them what is currently going on and what we do as ASA exec – it is a great way of
connecting and promoting. Librarians may sometimes get annoyed if you take it upstairs but don’t
mind it on main level or downstairs. Ask to use the intercom to let students know you are there.
It is really simple and requires close to no planning just logistics.
Recommendations:


It should be done monthly to help keep students connected – maybe have milo and
biscuits, lemonade, lollipops. Change the food and drinks according to the season and
yearly events.



Tell students what ASA is about and what facilities are also available at the lounge

ADDITIONAL INVOLVEMENT
1. Care Bears Exam De-Stress – dressed as Care bear


Exam period de-stress events are good event that student enjoy every year. It
provides great psychological support with many positive emotional comments from
students.



Always entice students with food.
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2. Ran the first Student AGM at the start of the year


Always good to get clubs to attend – still need more students to understand our
purpose and how it affects them

3. Lecturer of the Year vote collection team and photography


This year went well with prizes and members encouraging voting in AV and Main
campuses.



I was responsible for LOTY photography and assisted in setup and pack up.

4. Budget Seminar – I provided assistance.
5. Facebook – I suggested that the Association’s Facebook name was changed to have
“ASA” at the start to make it easier to find. This was a big change which resulted to an
increase in likes on Facebook.
6. ASA Elections Video - I created a video that talked about ASA executives and had bit of
fun. However, it was badly edited and the sound quality was bad. I recommend that this
would be done by Rachael (ASA Staff) in future as videos are a good way of connecting
to students so they know who we are and what we do.
ASA FACEBOOK MANAGEMENT
I suggested that the Association’s Facebook name was changed to have “ASA” at the start to
make it easier to find. This was a big change which resulted to an increase in likes on Facebook.
I also:


Created and promoted events on behalf of the ASA and affiliated clubs



Weekly posting on FB



Reply to ASA messages and posts – creating discussion and acknowledging students via
social media

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES


Create a club link on ASA Facebook to promote joining of clubs. A suggestion is to create
a grid collage of all the clubs and their Facebook groups tagged in. Then inform students
to join the groups and formally signup through the ASA website. This will help promote
the clubs more effectively.



There should be more ASA signage with notice board on corner of bus lane and in each
of the buildings.



Involve more of the University physically in terms of themes and promotions



Acquire connections to students and lecturers in each school to help promote events and
key issues



Create events online a month early and promote them two weeks early
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Go talk to students at the start of the lecture, especially large lectures in SNW. Ask about
their knowledge of ASA and then explain what we do for them. Give freebies and promote
the FB. Ask them all to raise their hands and then lower them if they know what we do.
i.e. “Raise your hands if you like free stuff, raise your hands if you want your uni fees
being spent on your student life, raise your hands if want more events, raise your hands
if you want university to care about you. This is what ASA does for you.”



Get clubs to have more campus presence throughout the year!



Go talk to students in the library!



More signage is key for dissemination – social media isn’t strong enough yet



Social media – this needs to be boosted next year. However, we shouldn’t drown students
with too many posts and maybe curate our posts and pictures more.



Make sure the ASA executive team stay connected and communicate frequently – lapses
in communication are detrimental to the success of the team.



Create a strong relationship with the Printery

FINAL STATEMENT
The opportunity to be Social Vice-President was great. I wish I had had the time to do more for
the University. My main aim was to create more of a culture and connect with students more. I
feel this wasn’t fully achieved and still needs a lot of work. However, great progress was made.
I would like to acknowledge the amazing work from the ASA staff this year. Jacqueline Adams,
Penny Lyall, Rachel Hennessey and Ali Albakri having been a great working force this year and
who really got student involvement to increase as well as develop the culture at Massey
University. Without their commitment, care and focus, the outcome would have been very
different.
I would also like to thank the executive team for the time and effort they have put in. In particular
Byron Brooks and James Speedy from the senior team. Their contributions have shaped the
current year and years to come for the association and university. Mike Horrell has also gone
above and beyond his position and initiated many great ideas and changes that will have a long
term impact on the university. The rest of the ASA executive team have also done a great job in
supporting the association and contributing whenever possible, many hands are needed to be
successful. I feel that more needs to be done to let students know what ASA offer because it is
a key problem behind the disjointed relationship we have with students. This can be seen by the
amount of students involved with student elections and any engagement forums that occur. We
need to keep pushing different mediums to connect to students and also understand what they
want. It is always important to know what the main purpose of the ASA is and to keep that in
mind at all times. Maybe put up a sign to let everyone know?
Jonathan Sng
ASA Social Vice-President
5th November 2015
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Clubs’ Representative’s Report
The Clubs’ Representative is responsible for monitoring the efficient and effective utilisation and
adequate provision of recreational facilities on the Albany campus. The position is an ex-officio
member of all affiliated clubs and societies, is a member of the Albany Sport and Recreation
board; liaises with relevant local or national student bodies involved in recreation and club
development in tertiary education; and assists the Clubs’ and Activities Coordinator with helping
to support and develop clubs on campus.
INTRODUCTION
This purpose of this report is to provide the ASA, the new executive for 2016 and other Massey
University stakeholders a summary of the activities conducted by the Clubs’ Representative. This
will also include a number of recommendations and points that the reader should be made aware
of for future improvements of ASA and Massey University.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Executive committee meetings were run satisfactorily in the first few weeks.

There was a

significant drop in attendance after this. This worsened to the point when eventually we could
not make quorum and had to reschedule them. What added to this problem was the lack of
scheduling and inflexible timetables that the members kept. There were only some small hours
of a particular day that people could actually make. Occasionally meetings would be canceled,
however this would not be communicated well to the entire executive. A number of additional
meetings were held to review the ASA exec internal documentation including the constitution
which I attended. I was satisfied with the outcomes of these meetings.
CLUBS, SOCIETIES AND CULTURAL GROUP (CSCG) MEETINGS
I attended 6 of the 8 CSCG meetings held in 2015. These meetings discuss grant applications
by clubs, and approve or decline their requests.
These grant requests are almost always approved. The opinions of the Clubs’ and Activities
Coordinator, Marusa Pogacnik and ASA Office Manager, Jacqueline Adams, at these meetings
should be held in high regard since they are likely to have had more contact with clubs than the
ASA President or ASA Clubs’ representative.
Other key information that the reader should be aware of from these meetings include:


The Campus Registrar, Andrea Davis, has the final say in approval of grants;



The meetings are attended and discussed by a total of 5 Massey Staff and 3 ASA
representatives;



There is significant bureaucracy during these meetings. Often much time is spent
quarreling over a few hundred dollars, while other grants for thousands simply fly
through.
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It is my opinion, that there are some clubs that attempt to abuse the system by
requesting money that essentially means they are “double dipping” in the grant pool. An
example of this is how one club attempted to rent a piece of equipment, funded by grants,
to another closely associated club.

That club was also considering doing the same

practice. The grants scheme is not a capitalistic model to be taken advantage of by clubs
– and under this type of scheme is rather wasteful in terms of fostering new events. Its
purpose is to give clubs an opportunity run events and activities that improve student
life; not a money making scheme for clubs.


There are some clubs which are heavily supported/funded by the schools at university.
E.g. AMESS events are sometimes funded by the Engineering School and the operations
of the Student Investment Group is in some ways dictated from professors in the Business
School.



Well known clubs with a history of good performance will often be given preferential
treatment



Most clubs have not been advertising in 2015. This is in contrast to previous years.
Clubs’ day seemed to be the only avenue used by many clubs to attract new members.



As part of the model clubs’ constitution, clubs have to be inclusive. Finance related clubs
tend to want to restrict membership based on capacity of their limited resources.

BALL COMMITTEE MEETINGS
I joined the committee and attended roughly 4 meetings. I was tasked with organising the
entertainment. While I did provide some recommendations, I did not complete the task. The
planning of ball at the time was chaotic and miss-communicated. Meetings were run on an adhoc
basis and often only 2-3 people would turn up. As a result of this poor organisation I left the
committee. The ball in the end turned out to be a great success and the people responsible
should be commended.
CLUBS’ POLICY REVIEW MEETING
I attended and contributed to the review of the Clubs’ Policy document which provides the
guidelines for club grants and their use. The outcome was positive, however, I still believe the
current policy is not perfect and it should be a living document that is continually improved each
year as the campus club culture develops. The most positive outcome of this meeting was we
finally have more consistency with percentage allocation of a grant. Prior to this meeting it was
unbalanced and unfair for many clubs.
SPIRITUAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE (SAC)
Usually there is only 1 of these meetings per year however an additional meeting was held late
in the year which I could not attend. During the meeting which I did attend I found the following
key information:
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SAC is funded through the Student Services Levy (SSL). They also take large donations
from Churches. The purpose of SAC is to support religious groups on campus which is
probably where the motivations of these donations stem from. No accounts breakdown
was supplied at this meeting. To date I am unaware of the exact financial contributions
from the SSL/Churches and where this money is spent.



SAC needs ASA to “manage” the religious clubs. This allows them to approve a religious
group to operate (or not) on campus. Unless they are affiliated then usually they cannot
perform religious activities on campus.



SAC committee members are mostly made up of religious experts who seem to have
knowledge of every type of religious organisation and how they operate.



SAC act as a cult watch on campus



The Muslim Prayer Space has been under watch this year by SAC. They have breached
agreements for its use by bringing in non-student community speakers on Fridays who
use megaphones to preach sermons.

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT FORUM
I have attended both student engagement forums. I raised a number of issues during them
including the negative effect that promotors have on clubs’ day which can be attributed mostly
to their distractive behavior. I also raised an issue with regard to the Student Health Services in
the second forum.

This was later privately discussed in detail with Rod Grove who is now

overseeing that department. He believes that many of the complaints that were raised in our
ASA Health and Counselling Survey were due to the “old way” of doing things. The root cause
could likely resolve itself as they are hiring new management staff for Health and Counselling.
They have now included a link on their website for complains which is at least a start to resolving
the problem.
CLUBS, SOCIETIES OR VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
CLUBS STALL
In the first week of semester I launched a
survey for clubs to gauge their interest in a
Clubs Stall. This was described in the survey
as; “ASA is looking into acquiring a Mobile Stall.
Its purpose would be to offer a fundraising
method for ASA clubs. Clubs would be able to
book this stall, free of charge and move it to a
prime spot on campus to sell items, clothes,
food to on campus students. The purpose of
this Survey is to determine the overall club
interest in such an idea.
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While funding could be found for this (approximately $16k-20k) it may not be a worthwhile. While
the majority of the clubs who responded in the survey stated they would use such a stall on a
regular basis, the evidence with respect to their recent events and non-on campus activities
suggest otherwise. On discussion of these insights with the ASA president our joint feeling was
that the Clubs stall may still be a good way to encourage more on-campus activities. If funding
cannot be found in 2015, it may end up a discussion item for the SLA agreement for 2016.
ELECTRONIC ADVERTISING BOARDS
The electronic advertising board outside the main entrance to ASA was one of my developments.
It is a prototype for an advertising concept that would allow ASA to electronically update clubs
and other ASA posters throughout campus.
The prototype is made out of 4x2, Acrylic, 22” LCD Monitor and an Asus EEE PC. It is wirelessly
connected to the internet and works on Google Drive to update the images. The images rotate
by displaying a screensaver which points to the Google Drive directory. When you need to make
changes to this system (such as updating the Wireless Password) you will need to remove the
bottom back panel and plug in a keyboard and mouse to the PC.
The initial proposal was to build 8 of these and place them at key locations throughout campus.
Since then much discussion around the system has taken place. There are now talks with Massey
University, via the Campus Registrar’s office, to outright purchase a similar commercial system
for approximately of $10,000 - $20,000. While I do think that Massey University should really be
paying for the entire system, I think that there is a significant risk that clubs and ASA will become
a secondary consideration for the media that is displayed on them. I would argue that Massey
University does not have a sensible approach to marketing around campus. It’s important to
have brand building and research highlights of current students, however much of their current
advertising media would be more suited off campus, such as enrolment advertising.
I have since learned (10 Nov 2015) that the commercial solution is outside of the budget, so it
may be worth revisiting the idea of manufacturing our own units.
COFFEE MACHINE
I proposed and purchased a Coffee Machine for student use much the same way that the milo is
provided during the week. This is actually a great way to engage with students as well. Myself
and Jonathan Sng used this twice at the library (you must get permission first from the librarian).
We gave away coffee to students for free and handed them a flyer on ASA exec nominations.
Since many people were queuing this was a great chance to chat to most of them.
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CODE OF CONDUCT POLICY FOR CLUBS
At the beginning of the year I recommended that a Code of Conduct Policy be created for Affiliated
Clubs. Under some scrutiny I developed a policy that was never “officially adopted”. It details
what is acceptable behaviour in terms of conduct of clubs and the individual members and outlines
some repercussions should the policy be breached.

There is an emphasis on self-policing,

allowing clubs to keep their members in check rather than ASA or Massey having to be a
watchdog.
The policy is desperately needed however there is some resistance to the idea. There was always
a question of “why do we need it”. The catalyst for this policy as far as I was concerned was
when a club distributed offensive stickers around campus in 2014 as part of a joke. A complaint
put to Massey University was initially avoided, claiming that “That’s a club thing, so we can’t get
involved”. While eventually that issue was resolved through the Campus Registrar, the deeply
rooted culture around such behaviour remains.

Since then the club and its members have

occasionally acted in an inappropriate manner often engaging in homophobic, sexist and racist
slurs which have gone unchecked. There could be considerable repressions to ASA and Massey’s
reputation should it not be addressed in the near future.
COFFEE MUGS
I ran an advertising project for ASA Clubs. ASA covered
the cost to print and setup the designs, while the clubs
payed for the mug itself (approx. $15 each). These are
branded with the ASA logo and the clubs logo.

I

recommend that the new exec do the same again next
year (perhaps take orders on Clubs Day). The company
who supplied them and has the current artwork is
iPromote.co.nz.
SURVEYS
I ran two surveys through Survey Monkey. At the time I set up a new account however I strongly
recommend any new surveys should use the ASA Account so that a record can be kept of the
results.


Smoke Free Survey
In total we had 70 respondents over 2 weeks which is considered an average response.
The purpose for doing this was to gauge the student voice on the issue. Almost every
respondent provided comments suggesting that these are 70 people who are passionate
about the subject. The results suggested that 4 out of 5 students would prefer the
campus become smoke free. I created an info-graphic which details the results and some
of the notable comments. The information has been passed on to the campus Registrar
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who is now distributing the findings to the other campuses. There are a number of
possible outcomes from this including all of Massey University implementing a smoke free
policy, the Albany campus only committing to a smoke free change, or no change to the
existing rules and regulation.



Health and Counselling Survey
The response rate was even lower for this survey, with less than 30 respondents. The
comments were rather troubling however. Many people spoke about how they receivde
a second rate service from this SSL funded department.

Synthesising the survey

comments, discussions with Campus Operations Manager, Rod Grove, and my own
experiences with the department, it is my opinion that the doctors operate more like a
service station, herding students through the clinic without taking personal care. The
majority of students are young and vulnerable and probably unaware of the high level of
service that is expected by the general public at other clinics. My initial complaint to the
Health and Counselling Service was never resolved, and rather than addressing the issue
of “personal care” I was told to go elsewhere. Similar reports and found in the survey.
RECONGNITION OF OTHER EXECUTIVE MEMBERS
There are some key people who really have kept the ASA executive management running this
year including the Association President, Byron Brooks, and Vice-Presidents, James Speedy and
Jonathan Sng. They have put in the greatest effort and had the greatest impact on all of the
positive changes that have occurred this year. College of Business Representative, Cecilia Cho,
has also gone above and beyond on many occasions. Her insights at executive meetings were
always valued and she has typically given much of her time to attend and help run events.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES
A key recommendation I would propose to a new executive is to further develop ASA’s brand and
awareness on campus. There are still students out there who might go through university without
knowing who or what the ASA is. This would include developing a marketing strategy that runs
a number of events and activities on campus that target this issue. Many of the current events
run through ASA, such as Open Day and O-Week, typically do not educate students on ASA’s
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purpose or its services and in some cases students are completely unaware that ASA is responsible
for managing and executing a big event, amongst its other core services. Ideally there should
be a push to obtain funding to hire a dedicated person that would perform the administrative
work around these events, while exec members would be responsible for generating ideas and
kick-starting them.
With events in mind, a new executive should remember what the core ASA services are, such as
Advocacy, and not get bogged down in running Massey University’s events that do not
significantly impact student life on campus. Keep in mind that Student Life is not improved simply
by running a few events at the beginning of the year. You need to create a fun and vibrant
culture. That requires continuous and consistent engagement.
The biggest “event” that the new executive should be planning for is the Elections. We found as
an executive everyone got very busy during the ideal time for running advertising campaigns to
gain candidates. Plan well in advance. When it came time to voting day, we also could have
done better in terms of advertising and running a dedicated event. Jacqueline, Penny and Rachel
almost independently set up and ran an event to gain votes for both LOTY and the 2016 Exec.
This is something that the 2015 executive really should have done better without having to put
our office team in that position.
Some other recommendations include:


Facebook Scheduling (or something similar) for executive meetings.

You must use

something that allows you to communicate when and where the meetings are taking
place, and should be kept updated with the most current information.


ASA email should be revised. Currently the “Folders” set up for VP’s and general mean
that you MUST login to a web browser. Smartphone’s and dedicated email software that
utilises calendars and scheduling cannot be used. This is a big oversight and should be
corrected.



In my opinion, ASA should not be affiliating religious clubs and groups.

If Massey

University want to support them, they should manage them independently and without
the use of the SSL. Support for such religions is somewhat archaic, and seems somewhat
out of place at a University which should be about understanding, science and reason,
rather than intolerance and mysticism which is generally associated with such religious
organisations.
Concerns worth investigating


I’ve noticed that there is no simple way to credit the remaining print balance for the print
services supplied at Massey University. It is worth knowing how much of student money
remains “unclaimed” and how much interest is earned on that credit over the duration of
a degree and where that interest goes.
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Is there an SSL contribution towards Physio services via the colocation agreement with
the Recreation Centre or otherwise, and if so, are only students accessing this? It appears
that there is a blanket cost for all patients so it’s worth ensuring only students receive
the benefits if such a subsidy is being provided.

FINAL STATEMENT
I have really enjoyed my time working for ASA and the student population.

I believe my

contribution has made a positive impact and I hope some of the larger foundation projects, such
as the electronic advertising boards and clubs stall, may eventuate. Without the Students’
Association, my time at Massey University would have been less enjoyable. The clubs and other
activities provided by ASA has made what is usually a very serious and stressful time studying,
fun on a number of occasions.
Mike Horrell
ASA Clubs’ Representative
9th November 2015
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College of Business Representative’s Report
Each of the four college representative must be a class advocate within their college. They oversee
matters involving student education including the investigating, actioning, monitoring and
reporting of education issues and services on the Albany Campus within their respective college
and collectively. They work with the Education Vice-President re writing submissions on
educational issues and liaise with the Advocacy Coordinator over the training, support and
education of student advocates on methods of assessment, student workload, performance of
University teaching staff and the quality of courses, and ensure that there are regular meetings
of class advocates to discuss issues of relevance.
INTRODUCTION
As the College of Business Representative, this report covers my activities for the year of 2015.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Executive committee meetings were held as regularly as possible, planned to be fortnightly and
I’ve attended most of the meetings. I found the meetings to be a good opportunity to be updated
in the progress of events/issues that I wasn’t directly involved with. Meetings were held in a
friendly manner where everyone respected others’ opinions and collaborated for better ideas. I
found the meetings that were most useful were when we were discussing the clubs’ re-affiliation
applications with ASA and from a College of Business Representative perspective, it was a good
opportunity to share students’ concerns and obtain advice on how other departments would
approach an issue. This was particularly important as it provided me with information re how
other areas of the university dealt with similar issues and allowed me to understand the
organisational structure of Massey University.
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT FORUM
I attended a Student Engagement forum feedback meeting where the detailed students’ feedback
was discussed between the Campus Registrar and ASA. Attending this meeting was particularly
important for me as the College of Business Representative, as it allowed me to gain an insight
non-CoB related matters that may consequentially influence College of Business students.
CLUBS, SOCIETIES OR VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
I attended the Massey Business School Club Committee meetings where MBS club presidents and
mentors gather once a semester and share the planned activities of each club. I also assisted in
operating and/or preparing events to grab students’ attention on the activities of ASA: Ball,
Orientation week, Class Advocate party, 2016 Executive elections and more. Being involved in
ASA events helped me to be more approachable to students and allowed students to recognise
me in association with ASA. I also approached business school club presidents and encouraged
them to share any concerns or matters that ASA may be able to help with.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
I focused on working on academic issues of the papers that were offered multi-campus affecting
students at Albany campus and communicating with lecturers at Albany campus to seek
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clarifications. Issues in one of the papers for which there was a lot of discussion and related
confusion in School of Accountancy were able to be clarified and as a result Albany students were
more informed. I also approached the Association’s Advocacy Coordinator, Penny Lyall to address
the constant issue of students with a lack of the required English skills being enrolled, as these
type of students – in general – tend to be the ones who skip lectures, buy assignments or exam
answers and discourage honest students to behave with integrity.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES
I believe it is important that the College of Business Representative talks to the business students
and understand where students’ dissatisfactions originate from. The College of Business
Representative should be identifiable by business students so that they can be approached. I
believe it is also important for a College of Business Representative to understand the balance
between satisfying students’ needs but also being reasonable and filter out “noises.”
I recommend future College of Business Representatives attend the Business Studies Qualification
Review where independent panels discuss the qualifications being offered in Massey Business
Studies, as well as attending MBS Club Committee meetings once in a semester.
Objectives for this role in future is to set a standard across the departments of MBS. There is still
a huge gap between the departments, e.g. the School of Accountancy deducts 10% immediate
penalty whereas other departments only deduct 5% for every 24 hours delay in submitting an
assignments. The rationale behind this is because some students change their major to
“graduate” rather than to actually study for that major and this decreases the quality of a Massey
graduate certificate.
Another future objective for this role is to educate lecturers re ways certain students can cheat
or buy their answers and to develop a fair assessment system for all students. The College of
Business has a high percentage of international students and this causes the issue where lecturers
are unaware of how certain groups of students might cheat – largely due to cultural unawareness
of lecturers.
FINAL STATEMENT
I thank the support from 2015 Executives and ASA teams and wish all the best for 2016 ASA
Executives.
Cecilia Cho
ASA College of Business Representative
11th November 2015
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Men’s Welfare Representative’s Report
The Welfare Representatives are responsible for overseeing all matters involving student welfare
including the investigating, monitoring and reporting of welfare issues and services on the
Auckland Campus; overseeing the coordination and writing of welfare policy of the Albany Student
Executive; promoting, publicising and coordinating issues of welfare with other members of the
Albany Student Executive and other students; and liaising with the ASA Advocacy Coordinator
over the operation of the Student Assistance Programme (SAP) on the Auckland campus.
INTRODUCTION
As the Men’s Welfare Representative, elected at the bi-election in March 2015, this report seeks
to cover my projects and activities from my time of appointment. I set myself the goals to increase
awareness of and highlight issues that affect men’s welfare, however due to unforeseen
circumstances I had to reduce my involvement with the Association.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The most significant issue that arose was the review of the ASA constitution and making sure
that it was ready to be presented during the AGM on August 5 th. I represented the Student’s
Association as the Men’s Welfare Representative on the Gardening Club Committee.
CLUBS, SOCIETIES OR VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
Apart from my involvement with the Student’s Association, I was also part of the Massey Garden
Club and Rock Climbing Club. I helped out and was involved in the daily garden activities which
are held depending on the weather outcome.

These gardening sessions gave me many

opportunities to engage with students and promote the Association.
FINAL STATEMENT
Although it’s been a roller coaster year, being the Men’s Welfare Representative has been a great
experience and I have learned a lot from working with the current executive committee members.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank James Speedy for his sharp and detailed
administration of facilitating and preparing the daily reports and minutes of the meetings and also
reviewing the constitution. I would also like to thank Ali, Rachael, Jacqueline and Penny for all
the guidance and assistance during our time of service as current executive committee members.
I would also like to thank Byron for shouldering the role as the President and leading the
Association and doing his best with the help of the executive committee members to promote
and increase the awareness of the functions and role of the Association. I wish the 2016 executive
committee members all the best in their roles and future undertakings in leading and managing
and maintaining a tradition of service to Massey University Albany and its students.
Christian Kaliyougarajan
ASA Men’s Welfare Representative
6th November 2015
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General Services Report
INTRODUCTION
A Service level agreement was negotiated by the President and signed with Massey University on
25th March 2015 contracting the Association to provide the following services:


Advocacy – provision of independent support and advice to both individual and groups of
students & administration of Class Advocates’ program



Administration of student assistance hardship grants



Clubs and Societies – administration services



Employment Information – to cover membership levies of Student Job Search



Support of sports, recreation and cultural activities for students

Additionally, a grant agreement was signed with Massey University on 25th March to support the
following projects:


2015 Diary



Media Liaison



Website support

The following part-time staff were employed by the Association in order to meet the contractual
requirements.
Office Manager

Jacqueline Adams

Advocacy Coordinator

Penny Lyall

Advocacy programs support

Rachael Hennessey

IT support

Hayden Wilson

Reception

Troy Taylor (Semester 1)
Ali Albakri (Semester 2)

Where necessary, casual labour or external suppliers were contracted to assist in the delivery of
services.
FINANCIAL POSITION
The Association feels that it is in a stable position. A small loss of $5454 has been recorded for
the 2015 year, this can largely be attributed to the ASA ball, which whilst it was received very
well by the attendees, cost the Association $21K and was $9K over budget. Income overall was
up $67K over the previous year, but expenditure rose by $94K in the same period. Applications
for welfare assistance rose by $7K (47% increase on 2014). $42K was awarded to clubs in the
form of grants which had a significant effect on the number of transactions that needed to be
processed. Staffing expense accounted for $37K of the increase in annual expenditure.
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CARPOOL
The Association continued to operate the Let’s Carpool priority parking system as a noncontracted service to students. 112 more Carpool cards were sold in 2015 over 2014.
WEBSITE
Hayden Wilson continued to maintain and continually improve the Association’s website. Due to
the restructuring of the Executive committee and election procedure, new backend processes
were required. Content was regularly updated.

BULK EMAILS
Newsletters in 2015 were send out using a Mailchimp subscription.
2015 WALL PLANNER
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2500 double-sided wall planners (1 semester per side) were printed and distributed to students
during at the start of the year. For the first time, we were unable to supply wall planners for new
students starting in semester 2. The quantity to be ordered for 2016 will be increased to 3000.
2015 DIARY
2500 copies of the ASA 2015 were designed and produced by the Association, the cost being
subsidised by a media grant from the University and advertising income. The diaries were given
out to students during both semester 1 and 2 orientations and also left in drop boxes around
campus. The diary contained: comprehensive semester information; general Massey services
information; general club information; and Advocacy department service information. There was
a particular emphasis on encouraging student engagement with a section on Getting Involved
covering Class Advocates, Clubs, the ASA Executive and Massey Guides.
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Elections
Campus Librarian, Amanda Cooper, agreed to act as the returning officer for both the 2015 byelection in semester 1 and the 2016 general election in semester two.

By-Election
At the start of 2015, the following executive positions were un-filled.
Nominations were opened on 2nd March and ran until the 16th March. The
following student nominations were received.


International Students' Representative - Roneel Karthik



Men's Welfare Representative - Christian Kaliyougarajan



Post-Graduate Students' Representative - No nominations received



College of Health Representative - No nominations received



College of Business Representative - No nominations received

As per ASA Election policy, as there was only one nominee for each position,
and because no petition was received to request that voting take place, Roneel Karthick and
Christian Kalyyougarajan were elected to office.

General Election for 2016 Executive

At the 2015 Annual General Meeting, motions were passed to change the structure of the ASA
Executive team.

The students decided to move away from the previous portfolio specific

representative positions, e.g. Post-Graduate Student’s Rep, International Students’ Rep and to
instead elect 4 students as general executive, with portfolios to be allocated once in office. The
size of the executive team reduced from 14 to 7 students. Students were also allowed to stand
for election in more than one position, although they were only allowed to hold one position after
the election. Small honoraria were also attached to each position.
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Nominations were accepted to the 2016 ASA Executive for the following seven positions:


President (honoraria up to $10,000)



Administration Vice-President (honoraria up to $5,000)



Social Vice-President (honoraria up to $5,000)



General Executive * 4 (honoraria up to $2,000 each)

A total of nine students stood for election to cover the seven positions. The only non-contested
position was that of the President
All voting was online, although voting stations with laptops were also operated from the Library,
Oteha Rohe Café and Albany Village. Voter turn-out was once again disappointingly low.
Election results were as below.

President

88
26
68

Juan Schutte
No Confidence
Votes Not Cast
Administration VicePresident
Lance Walsh
Usman Amjad

50
52
17
6
57

James Edley
No Confidence
Votes Not Cast
Social Vice-President
Usman Amjad
James Edley
Jessica Montgomerie
No Confidence
Votes Not Cast

25
8
89
6
54

General Executive (4 students elected)
James Edley
Xin Angela Zhang
Rebecca Streith
Lance Walsh
Soh Lee Eng
Usman Amjad 39
No Confidence
Votes Not Cast

27
73
91
59
49
39
4
13
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Advocacy Services
Academic and Welfare Advocacy
Overall 2015 has seen the highest number of cases opened since the Advocacy service’s inception
in 2006. There was an unexpected spike in case numbers in July (comprised primarily of
international and distance students). This, in part, was due to the Distance Students’ advocate
being on bereavement leave. This unpresented spike of diverse and complicated cases meant the
advocacy service was under extreme pressure in the second semester.
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It can be seen that the overall number of cases opened in 2015 has more than doubled from
those opened in 2012 and is 29 cases up on last year. It will be encouraging for the University
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that the combined number of academic and academic/welfare cases has not increased from last
year. However, there was an alarming increase in welfare only cases due to economic stressors
and changes to StudyLink entitlements affecting students studying in Auckland.
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Nearly a quarter of all cases presenting to the advocacy service were from international students.
Furthermore, when adding to those who have self-identified as migrant (many of whom are new
migrants), these students represented nearly 50% of the caseload. This brings into focus the
social, educational and cultural challenges that are experienced by this group.
International students are increasingly becoming a vital income stream for universities nationally.
They add a positive cultural dimension to the campus. Once again, it is hoped that in 2016,
appropriate structured programmes of support are in place to assist students to successfully
integrate and succeed in university study.
The pressures on international students are immense and the sacrifices for their wider families to
get them here, even greater. In many cases, high interest and inter-generational bank loans
have financed these students’ studies. It is not an option for these students to fail when so many
rely on them. There is the need for scaffolding services to be in place.
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Domestic / Migrant & International Cases
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Post-Graduate students comprise approximately 15% of the case numbers. However, these cases
are inevitably far more complicated and time-intensive requiring high levels of resourcing. Many
of these cases last over 12 months.

1

Case Numbers by Study Level
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As noted earlier, the advocacy service was under extreme pressure during the second half of
2015 and time had to be prioritised towards advocating for students over reporting to the
University. However, flipped classroom issues and general under-resourcing contributed to many
of the issues that required advocacy service assistance.


Flipped Classrooms: Whilst there is no doubt that this is a teaching method of the
future and much to recommend it as it potentiates the ability of students to take
ownership and responsibility for their own learning there were significant implementation
issues reported to the advocacy service. Issues and suggestions for improvement and
moving forward were communicated to the University.



Under-Resourcing of University Services: On analysis it appears that the advocacy
service is now addressing many issues that can be attributed to apparent under
resourcing of key areas in the university. This spans academic, pastoral and general
services. Situations that in earlier years would have been caught or resolved have
effectively snowballed into issues that have created high levels of dissatisfaction for
students and then become matters requiring advocacy support and intervention.
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Student Assistance Programme (SAP)
The advocacy service was contracted by the University to administer the Student Assistance
Program. This is fund that is available to assist students who find themselves in financial difficulty
which is:


Unforeseen, and of a temporary nature;



Unusual or severe; and



Threatens the continuation of study at Massey University.

A total of $21227 in hardship grants was awarded during 2015 to 55 students, made up of:

2015

2014

Inc/Dec

SAP - Food

$6,094

$3,337

SAP - Health

$2,239

$0

SAP - Other

$1,601

$1,737

SAP - Rent

$4,610

$6,798

SAP - Travel

$6,062

$1,811

$2,757
$2,239
-$137
-$2,188
$4,252
-$95
$6,828

Student Assistance Program

SAP - Utilities
Total








Food:
Health:
Other:
Rent:
Travel:
Utilities:

$621

$716

$21,227

$14,399

%
change
83%
100%
-8%
-32%
235%
-13%
47%

Grocery vouchers and emergency meals
new category in 2015, previously under “other”
educational, child care and home necessities
accommodation expenses
fuel, bus tickets and transport to practicums.
power, phone and water.

September saw a particularly high demand for hardship support. Due to the increasing costs
associated with living in Auckland, students are finding it harder to manage everyday essentials
such as housing, food and transport to university. Many students have been unable to find parttime work and those that have are forced to cut-back their hours or relinquish their jobs in the
lead up to exams.
It is worth noting that the majority of students when under financial duress, will pay their bills,
such as rent and utilities first to ensure a stable living environment. What is then lacking are the
funds to pay for travel or food. This is clearly reflected in the figures provided, e.g. $6094 was
allocated to students for groceries in 2015 versus $2797 in 2014. An even larger increase can ve
seen relating to travel costs. (Students travel vast distances by car and public transport, often
requiring multiple changes, in order to get to the Auckland campus.)
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Student Assistance 2015 by Spend Type
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Class Advocates
CLASS ADVOCATE STATS SEMESTER 1 2015
274

Class Advocates

247

Papers covered

239

Advocates Trained

CLASS ADVOCATE STATS SEMESTER 2 2015
209

Class Advocates

221

Papers covered

183

Advocates Trained

Some students are advocates for double semester papers so that somewhat skews the data.
Thus, when this is factored in the following statistics are accurate.
TOTAL NUMBERS FOR 2015 CLASS ADVOCATES
463

Class Advocates in total (382 in 2014)

403

Class Advocates trained (310 in 2014)

TRAINING SESSIONS
Semester 1

2 large Class Advocate Basics training sessions on 11th March, plus 7 catch up
sessions for those unable to attend the main sessions.

Semester 2

2 large Class Advocate Basics training sessions on 29th July, plus 6 catch up
sessions during August

The Class Advocates Basics training sessions covers all of the do’s and don’ts of acting as a Class
Advocate and each advocate is given a printed handbook for reference. Lunch is provided and
lucky door prizes awarded. This year we invited class advocates to sign our Treaty of Advocacy.
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This new initiative was introduced so that students had the opportunity to sign their commitment
to the values and code of conduct of the Class Advocate System. This is a further example of the
level of engagement and commitment by advocates to the principals of communication leading
to early resolution regarding any academic matters that may arise.
Additionally, the Class Advocate Programme provides co-curricular learning opportunities for the
individual advocates and is an example of ‘Leadership through Service’ at its best. The Class
Advocate system in the form that it is implemented on the Massey University Albany Campus

ensures an exceptional and distinctive learning experience for all students, providing
opportunities for student advocates to:


Inspire and motivate other students



Display and model high integrity and honesty



Solve problems and analyse issues



Develop the skills and drive for results



Develop enhanced communication skills



Learn to collaborate and promote teamwork



Display a strategic perspective



Assist the development of others



Practise taking initiative



Innovate



Champion change



Connect the class to the university



Encourage establishment of goal-setting and achievement



Practice self-development

CA LOG-BOOK
The log-book system continued to be a vital resource in the early detection and resolution of
issues that had the potential to impact negatively on a large number of students. As can be seen
by the chart below, the logbook system also gives advocates the ability to provide positive
feedback regarding papers to the Association.
Year
2015
Issue(s)
General
Update
Positive
Feedback
Total
Entries

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Total

14

11

12

0

6

7

9

2

61

99

70

34

0

14

50

43

27

337

58

24

27

0

18

30

22

17

196

171

105

73

0

38

87

74

46

594
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It is heartening though that so many of the class advocates take the time to provide positive
feedback or just a general update. Some examples.
“The second assignment was marked and returned in two weeks with constructive
feedback. The study material for last two weeks was available on the stream. The last two
weeks had a very interesting agenda. It was about discussing current issues related to the
course and for any questions students might have in their minds regarding this course.”

“For me the course put into perspective what I've learned in previous courses. It's always
interesting being taught by a genius”
“This is one tricky subject. So much information and so little time to absorb it all. The
lecturer does very well and he gives relevant examples. He is always happy to discuss
subjects in more detail with students if they need the extra time/help or just have
questions.”
There has only been a marginal increase in academic advocacy issues brought to the attention of
the advocacy service. This is very possibly due to the increased number of trained class advocates
in 2015. The training they receive, enables the class advocates to resolve potential issues, directly
with their lecturers, and this early intervention inevitably results in positive outcomes.
CLASS ADVOCATES AWARD CEREMONY AND PARTY
An award ceremony and party was held for 2015 Class Advocates 16th October. The award
ceremony is an opportunity for the Association to recognise the contribution of each individual
advocate and all advocates receive a certificate.

“Advocacy Excellence Certificates” were

presented to those students who had stood out as advocates during the year, either by way of
their feedback via the logbook system or by their handling of issues for the papers they were
advocating for. 9 students received Advocacy Excellence Awards. Of these 9 advocates, one in
particular stood out, and Bronwyn Bruce-Brand was named “Advocate of the Year”, receiving a
special certificate and medal. This was the first time since Class Advocates were first introduced
in 2006 that an Advocate of the Year has been awarded.
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Exam Stress Less Festivals
Each semester the Advocacy Coordinator has a number of cases that directly relate to issues that
are connected to exams, thus in order to try and mitigate the impact that exam stress and lack
of adequate preparation had on students, the Advocacy Service ran an exam stress less festival
in both semesters. Additionally, the Association added a Post Exam Support page to the website,
as receiving exam results can be a very stressful time for some students, especially if they did
not receive the grades they were hoping for or expecting.
SEMESTER 1

Support was provided by way of:


Facebook Information, Support Updates and Postings



Distribution of ‘ASA Brain Food” – ASA branded
packets of scroggin



Free hot chocolate in the student lounge



Bubble wrap stress relief stations



Stairwell of affirmation and inspiration



Mindfulness Mandalas



Balloon Buddies



Care bear Roving Ambassadors



Teddy Bears’ picnic



Exam Stress less Video
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SEMESTER 2
Studies have shown that regular exercise can help boost concentration levels and reduce stress.
Whilst excessive exercise results in exhaustion and is counter-productive a sensible amount of
light exercise can really help reduce and manage stress in the lead up to exams. With this in mind
the advocacy service put together some low key and fun light exercise opportunities that were
easily accessible during exams and launched our festival as “Let’s get Physical”. All activities were
BRIEF and designed to take no more than 10-15 minutes max. This meant that students could
de-stress prior to exams, just after exams or take mini-breaks when studying in the library. The
activities were set up on the campus green outside student central and moved into the student
lounge on the one day there was rain.
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Activities included:


Calming Croquet



Bowl Away the Blues



Stretch Away the Stress



Box it Out

Advocacy Winter Festival
On the back of the success of the previous year’s Winterfest, Advocacy revisited the Winterfest
initiative for 2015. However, due to the Massey University Student Life Coordinator position being
vacant and the University’s Event Manager being on leave the Advocacy Team was placed in the
position of having to ensure that the Winterfest activities were able to provide ‘coverage’ on a
larger scale. This was imperative to ensure that students did not feel let down by the Albany
winter orientation. Just some of the activities are detailed below.
THEMING
The Student Lounge was again dressed to create a retro-scape winter ambience. A frozen fiesta
of paper snowflakes and snow dancers hung from the ceiling creating an atmosphere of wonder
and whimsy amongst a forest of winter pine trees. The ASA front desk had an alpine backdrop
and fairy lights twinkled everywhere.
A burning log fire was projected on the lounge projection video screen and a ‘warming winter
fireplace’ with cozy seating was created for students sit and relax to have selfies taken. A life size
sleigh was located downstairs under the Student Central canopy surrounded by faux snow which
added to the realism.
An array winter characters were on hand during Winterfest to mingle with students, create photo
ops, liven things up and generally give authenticity to the experience. Frozen’s Olaf (snowman)
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danced and climbed, cuddled and cavorted throughout the event. Game of Thrones ‘Khaleesi’
braved the cold weather looking ethereal and beautiful in a pale blue gown, with her three baby
dragons appended to her shoulder ensuring that students knew that ‘Winter was not only coming
but it was HERE!’. All the while a perky penguin waddled his way amongst the students adding
cuteness to the cold. The inclusion of these characters paid huge dividends in creating the
carnival atmosphere and students were in no doubt that they were really at an event, one which
because of its point of difference, will probably remain a lasting lifetime memory.
PHOTO BOOTH OPPORTUNITIES
The ASA sleigh was staged with a winter backdrop and huge snowman providing spectacular
photo opportunities for students. A collection of wooly hats, scarves and gaudy snow jackets were
on hand to ‘kit up’ and add authenticity to their photos. A vintage winter lounge room with
pretend fireplace was once again installed in the Student Lounge. This provided the perfect
setting for students to take their selfies to be posted on Instagram, Facebook etc for envious
friends and family to marvel over.

GINGERBREAD MEN AND SNOWFLAKES
The advocacy service provided 300 gingerbread blanks for students to decorate. The snowflakes
and ginger-snowmen were pre-iced white so all students had to do was pipe the icing and solder
filigree onto the snowflakes using miniature icing bags. Gold, silver, pearl and iridescent coloured
sugar pearls (dragees) were set like precious gems creating lattice and ornamental patterns with
students delighting in their newly discovered decorative dexterity. The sense of ‘homeliness’ and
sense of achievement this activity generated was a huge hit and the gingerbread had all run out
by Wednesday. A rainbow of coloured icings were made available as well as an array of sprinkles,
candies and coloured sugar to ‘pimp’ the snowmen. Hot water bottles and other winter-themed
prizes were awarded for outstanding effort.
WEAR YOUR ONESIE
Wear Your Onesie to Uni initiative was slow to take off on the Monday, with only one onesie
evident on the ASA’s radar. However, by the following day alligators, Totoro’s, Darth Vader and
his Storm Troopers, dinosaurs, bunnies, bears, Wonder Woman and just about every other
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creature and character imaginable were seen roaming and romping around the campus. The
wearing of onesies by students provided tangible evidence and feedback to the Advocacy service
regarding the success of the initiative.
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Lecturer of the Year
The student lounge was packed to capacity on Friday 13 th November when The Lecturer of the
Year awards ceremony was held. 144 of the nominated 177 lecturers attended the awards.

For the first time, distance lecturers were invited to the ceremony. This was due to the increasing
number of Albany students now studying as mixed-mode who had wanted their distance lecturers
to be acknowledged.
One of the PN based lecturers who flew up for the ceremony told a group of Albany lecturers that
she had found the awards had a “welcoming and collegial atmosphere”. Other lecturers reported
back to the Association that the level of detail on the certificates and those presented on the
powerpoint that is displayed as each nominee receives their award are of critical importance to
the success of the awards. They told the Association that the ability to see what students
recognise about other lecturers’ teaching methods helped them to improve their own teaching
and was often truly inspirational.
The College winners were:


Massey Business School: Simon Cope (School of Communication, Journalism and
Marketing)



College of Sciences: Dr Fakhrul Alam – (SEAT)



College of Humanities & Social Sciences: Dr Warrick Tie (School of Environment, People
and Planning)



College of Health: Associate Professor Ksenija Napan (School of Social Work)
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The overall Lecturer of the Year for 2015 was: Dr Fakhrul Alam – SEAT

As, has become tradition, there was much anticipation when it came to announcing the winners
of ASA Advocacy Accolades. In 2015, these went to:
•

Flying Moa Award: Brendan Moyle

•

The Tane Mahuta Award: Mark Henrickson

•

The Pavlova Award: Helen Southwood

•

The Pohutakawa Award: Gabi Schmidt Adam

•

The Bruce McLaren Award: Christoph Schumacher

•

The Tom Scott Award: Mark Werman

•

The Vogel’s Award: Evelyn Sattlegger

•

The Alexander Aitken Award: Alona Ben-Tal

•

The Bridge Award: Chris Galloway

•

The Hot Pie Award: Rothman Kam

•

The World’s Fastest Engineer: Fakhrul Alam

•

The Kowhai Award: Anne De Bruin

•

The Beehive Award: Sasha Molchanov

The ASA Appreciation award to a general staff member was presented to Mary Dawkins from
the School of Economics & Finance. The Association has long known the role that committed
general staff play in ensuring the smooth running of various programmes and papers, therefore,
for the third year running we included an award to acknowledge outstanding service and
excellence.
The winner of Lecturer of the Year was presented with a large ceramic huia feather. The huia
feather was in keeping with the ‘feather/quill’ LOTY branding and also references the importance
of protecting, supporting and maintaining excellence in teaching.
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Each nominee received a gold dipped white feather LOTY bookmark (hand made by association
volunteers).
At the conclusion of the awards, there was much mixing and mingling, during the celebration
luncheon which was catered by Mozaik. The carefully selected candy for what is proving to be a
signature component to the event had a constant queue as Lecturers filled their golden organza
candy bags with treats to take away. The Association secured sponsorship from Ti Point wines,
who supplied the wine served during lunch.
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CLUBS
ASA was contracted to the University to provide clubs administration support services.
CLUB STATISTICS
Membership numbers reported by affiliated clubs in 2015 showed a 31% increase over those
from 2014 even though there was only 1 more affiliated club than in the previous year.

2015
Affiliated

Number
of
Clubs

Number
of
Student
Members

Number
of NonStudent
Members

Total
Members

41

3356

238

3594

6

94

8

102

47

3450

246

3696

Non Affiliated
Totals
%age affiliated

87%

POLICY UPDATES
The CSCG Policy Review meeting was held via a video conference on Monday 2 March. The main
purpose of the meeting was to agree on the changes to the policy which were previously
submitted by all parties. All in attendance agreed that the meeting was extremely productive and
that in the future the meeting will take place towards the end of the year, so that changes can
be put in place at the beginning of each year. The 2015 policy was released on 29 th April. The
new policy included simplified funding streams for the Albany campus.
The ASA introduced an ASA Clubs’ Code of Conduct policy which the revised CSCG constitution
stated that clubs must abide by.
ONLINE AFFILIATION PROCESS
The ASA website was updated to include an online affiliation application process. This system
improved the quality of information received as we no longer had to interpret handwritten
applications and affiliations, once approved, automatically update the club database.
CLUB EMAIL ADDRESSES
All clubs are now issued with an asa.clubs.ac.nz email address, e.g. the Football club is
football@asa.clubs.ac.nz. This looks more professional on the website, promotes the association
between clubs and the ASA, makes the email addresses easy to remember and most importantly
ensures students’ privacy by no longer displaying personal email addresses for the contact details
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on the clubs’ database. Clubs can also use the new email address on all of their advertising
material.
MOBILE EFTPOS FACILITY
The Association arranged a mobile eftpos facility for clubs to be able to use to receive funds at
their events. The device is provided by the BNZ and works in conjunction with a smart phone or
tablet. Clubs wishing to you the device contact the office manager to arrange a sign on and
download an app to their smart device. This solves the problem of “I haven’t got the cash on
me”.

Clubs’ Workshops
CLUBS’ DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS
The 2015 Semester 1 Clubs’ Development Workshop was held on Thursday 12th March at the ASA
Lounge. 39 students attended the workshop, representing 27 different clubs. Two main topics
were presented to the students; affiliation process and club grants. Semester 2 Clubs’
Development Workshop was held on Thursday 30 July once again in the student lounge. Around
40 students attended the workshop, representing 26 different clubs. The main agenda item for
the workshop was Succession Planning.

FIRST AID WORKSHOP
In order to ensure that our clubs had trained first-aiders, an Outdoor First Aid Management course
was run by Triple One Care in June and attended by 16 students from 8 different clubs.
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Clubs’ Days
Two successful clubs’ days were held during the Orientation weeks. During both clubs’ days, clubs
reported a surge in membership sign-ups. In Semester 2, for the first time in the history of Clubs’
Day, it rained and all clubs had to be located underneath the awning at Student Central, so it
made for a very cosy set-up. In semester 2 all attending clubs took the opportunity for a group
photograph in our Winter Festival sleigh.

Clubs in attendance in Semester One were:
Sports Clubs


Massey Albany Running Club


Massey Chinese Basketball Association (MUCBA)

Massey University Albany Hockey Club

Massey University Surf Society

MUA Football Club

MUA Rock Climbing Club

MUA Rugby Club

MUA Snow Sports Club

MUA Tennis Club
Academic Clubs

Academic Toastmasters

AMESS

Beta Alpha Psi (BAP)

Business Students Group

Massey Albany Communication Students (MACS)

Massey Students Politics Association 

Massey University Student Investment Club

Social Innovation
Cultural Clubs

Massey Chinese Christian Fellowship

Massey University Albany African Club

Massey University International Student Club Albany
(MUISCA)

Massey University Student Support Networking

Revolution Uni

Tertiary Students' Christian Fellowship Massey

Yoga Lounge
Social Clubs

ComeUnity @ Massey

Massey Albany Movie Club

Massey Community Garden 

Massey University Albany ProLife NZ

Massey University Magic (MUM)

Massey University Theatre Society MUTS


Clubs in attendance in Semester two were:
Sports Clubs

Massey Chinese Basketball Association
(MUCBA)

MUA Badminton Club

MUA Football Club

MUA Rock Climbing Club

MUA Rugby Club

MUA Running Club

MUA Snow Sports Club

MUA Tennis Club

Ultimate Frisbee Club (MUFF)
Academic Clubs

Academic Toastmasters

AMESS

Beta Alpha Psi (BAP)

Business Student Group

MACS

Social Innovation


Cultural Clubs

Massey Chinese Christian Fellowship

MUA Atheist Society


Revolution Uni




Tertiary Students' Christian Fellowship
Yoga Lounge



Social Clubs

ComeUnity @ Massey

Massey Albany eSports Club

Massey Albany Movies Club

Massey Community Garden

Massey University Theatre Society MUTS

MUASSN

North Harbour Young Nats
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SPIRITUALITY WEEK
Spirituality week ran from 4th-8th May. ASA affiliated clubs, The Yoga Lounge and The Atheist
Society had displays outside Student Central on 5th May and the Massey University Muslim
Students’ Association (MUMSA) held a speaker event at lunchtime on 7 th May in the student
lounge. The Yoga Lounge also ran a special yoga event in the late afternoon of 7 th May in the
student lounge.
OPEN DAY
Albany Campus Open Day was held on Saturday 15 August. Six clubs attended Open Day:


Rock Climbing Club



Movie Club



Community Garden Club



eSports Club



Student Investment Club



Social Innovation Club

Each club ran an activity pertaining to their club. The Movie club ran a fun movie quotes game,
the eSports club had a station with Xbox set up and the Rock Climbing club ran a mobile climbing
wall.
MARKET DAY
A market day on the Albany Campus was held on Wednesday 30th September and all clubs were
given the opportunity to have a stall. Social Innovation was there to promote their Pakistan Library
project and ComeUnity had some wonderful cupcakes on offer.
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Inter-tertiary Competition
NORTHERN TERTIARY CHALLENGE
The Northern Tertiary Challenge was held on Friday 22nd May. Massey University Albany sent 4
sports teams to represent the university in the following sports: touch, football and netball (2
teams). Our teams competed against the following North Island universities: Auckland University,
AUT, Waikato, MIT, Unitec, and North Tec.

WAIKATO INVITATIONAL
The Waikato Invitational Tournament was held at Waikato University on Friday 14 August. Massey
Albany were represented in the touch and football competitions and played against teams from
Waikato University, Auckland University and AUT. Unfortunately, two female football players
pulled out of the tournament the night before the event which resulted in the team not having
the minimum two females required on the pitch and as such games were defaulted. The touch
team played three games before the event got cancelled due to rain. However, all involved had
a lot of fun both on and off the pitch.
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NZ UNIVERSITY FUTSAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
The New Zealand National University Futsal Championships were held from 28 - 30 August.
Football New Zealand organised the inaugural event which was held at the Massey University
Albany Recreation Centre. The event featured both a men’s and women’s draw. The men’s event
included teams from Massey Albany, AUT, University, Auckland University, Waikato University,
Victoria University and a visiting team from New Caledonia. The Massey University Albany Futsal
team recruited a volunteer coach, former Futsal Whites player, Bakr Al-Saudi. The team manager
and Massey University Albany Football Club President, Shaun McMiken, stated that each one of
the Massey players showed great fortitude of character, attitude and team spirit to play with such
positive intent, in spite of the number of injuries the team suffered throughout the tournament.
The team kept the opposition honest giving no easy yards and showed the opposition the team
can do with a limited squad and at times nearly clenching victory. The tournament was won by
the University of New Caledonia.
student lounge. The Yoga Lounge also ran a special yoga event in the late afternoon of 7 th May
in the student lounge.
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Club Grants
ASA affiliated clubs are eligible to apply for grant funding from the University. The ASA President
and Clubs’ Representative (or nominated executive) sit on the committee that considers the grant
applications. There was a significant increase in funds available from the University with an
allocation of $40,000 for 2015. There were 8 club grant rounds spread throughout the year.
24 different clubs applied for funding compared to 22 clubs in the previous year. During the 8
rounds, $43,161 was awarded to clubs and a total of $7,168 was returned back into the pool
from a combination of 2014 & 2015 grants. A total of $38,294 from the 2015 budget was spent
by clubs. An additional $2,538 was spent on first aid training and a PA system for all clubs to
use. In December, additional assets were purchased with the surplus funds in the budget: a
trophy cabinet for Clubs awards, storage surf racks, and a contribution towards the operational
costs of the ASA van was made.

Academic Clubs
Cultural Clubs
Societies
Sport Clubs

TOTAL

2015

2014

2013

2
2
9
11
24

5
2
4
11
22

3
0
4
6
13

2015 CLUB GRANT FUNDING DISTRIBUTION BY ROUND
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Clubs’ Prize Giving
An extra page was added to the ASA website providing information regarding the annual awards.
Students were invited to nominate clubs for awards in each of the below categories.
The 2015 Clubs’ Awards Dinner was held on October 19th from 6-8pm at the ASA Student Lounge.
Invitations were sent out to all of the club committees and about 80 students attended the Awards
Dinner which was catered by Mozaik. By popular demand, dessert was once again a cup cake
tower. The table centre-pieces have since been donated to the Community Garden Club and
planted in their garden beds. A new award, Club Sustainability Award, was introduced in 2015.
Overall Club of the Year - Massey University Football Club
Recognising excellence in the administration of a club, club activity, and the promotion of student
life Massey University Albany
Most Improved Club of the Year – Albany Massey Engineering Students’ Society
Awarded to the club that increased involvement for its members in terms of promoting student
life as well as improved administration or club activities.
Committee of the Year – Massey University Community Garden
Awarded to the executive committee of the club that has worked in collaboration with Massey
University and the Albany Students’ Association and has demonstrated excellence in the
organisation, administration, development of their club.
New Club of the Year – Massey University Albany Yoga Lounge
Awarded to a club that has been established in 2013, and has demonstrated a high commitment
in terms of increasing student life on campus as well as developing a productive executive
committee.
Club Sustainability Award – Massey University Community Garden
Awarded to a club which is has an established presence at Massey University and continues to
provide activities and events that that positively impact student life on campus. They are
recognised for developing a strategic club model and acquiring resources and other assets that
ensure club continuation for years to come.
Club Event of the Year- Outdoor Movie Event
Awarded to a club who has hosted an outstanding event or activity in 2013. This award celebrates
the way the event was promoted and delivered and also the overall impact on the club and
student life at Massey University Albany.
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Contribution to Massey University Community Award – Morris Zhao
Awarded to a club member who goes out of their way for their club, cultural group or society by
recognising individuals who put in an outstanding effort and demonstrate an impact on the club,
society, cultural group as well as overall student life.
Diversity award – Social Innovation Massey University Albany
Awarded to a club who is devoted to bringing together the diverse community at Massey
University, Albany. The diversity award celebrates a club’s ability to create, develop and promote
events or programs that allow a wide range of students to participate whether they are from
different colleges, cultures or backgrounds.
Sport Growth and Development Award – Shaun McMiken
Awarded to an individual or a sport team that has put outstanding effort into their sport team,
club or individually to help grow sport on the Albany campus. This recognises the efforts of an
individual who may help with recruitment of sport teams, takes on coaching roles, organises
training venues and increases the value of student life on campus.
Team Albany Sportsperson of the Year – Jordan Anderson
Awarded to a current student at Massey University Albany who has participated at the University
Games or the Northern Tertiary Challenge in 2013. This award is granted not only for excellence
in sport, but also for contribution to university life during the award period.
Team Albany Sports Team of the Year - Massey University Albany Rugby Club
Awarded to a sports team that has participated at the University Games or the Northern Tertiary
Challenge in 2013. This award is granted not only for excellence in sport, but also recognises
active recruitment, commitment to training and overall contribution to student life during the
award period.
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